wästberg w 131 bell

Product Information

While Wästberg is a forward-thinking manufacturer of high-tech lighting,
a pendant lamp is a very old concept. Therefore, developing a new pendant
lamp that is relevant means bridging the past with the present. Firstly,
w 131 bell is a surprisingly small lamp. However, it still lights up well and is
extremely versatile when it comes to usage. Secondly, die casted aluminium
is both beautiful and adds weight and a solid materiality to the shade, quite
seldom found in small pendant lamps.
We see the w 131 bell as a great tool, as it works very well both at home and
in public spaces. Both as a single pendant or in multiples, forming a cluster.
In addition, it is available in 10 different standard colours.
Design: Claesson Koivisto Rune
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Material

w 131 bell is made of die casted aluminium.

Dimmable

The light is dimmable on an external dimmer.

Single or cluster
suspension

The pendant can be suspended as a single lamp or in a cluster of
multiple lamps.
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Product name

w131 bell

Dimensions (mm)

113

120

Model

Pendant lamp

Mounting

Ceiling rose included

Material

Aluminium

Cord length

280 cm, textile cable

Light source

GU10 socket — light source not included

Watt

Max 35 W

Lumen

N/A

Colour temperature

N/A

CRI

N/A

Light source life
expectancy

N/A

Light control

Dimmable

Energy class

N/A

Packaging dimensions

L16 x W16.5 x H16 cm (0.005 m3)

Packaging weight

1 kg
Colour

EAN code

Art. no.

Blasted
aluminium

7330492005317

131S11111

Pure orange

7330492005324

131S12004

Jet black

7330492005331

131S19005

Zink yellow

7330492005348

131S11018

Beige

7330492005355

131S11001

Traffic red

7330492005362

131S13020

Sapphire blue

7330492005379

131S15003

Grass green

7330492005386

131S16010

Sepia brown

7330492005393

131S18014

Traffic white

7330492005409

131S19016
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Wästberg is a Swedish lighting company aimed at bringing back
light to human proximity, by restoring the private spheres man
has been deprived of during decades of misguided pursuit of
efficiency and standardisation. The universally acclaimed lamps
are created in close collaboration with some of the world’s most
renowned architects, designers and lighting experts, and have
earned prestigious awards for their combination of aesthetics,
cutting-edge technology and resource conservation.
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